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Challenger Banks and Mobile Fraud  

The world has changed.  People’s behavior has changed. Banking has changed.  

COVID-19 has impacted the way we bank.  Branches and ATMs are being displaced by 
mobile banking apps and digital transactions. Mobile has become the preferred way to 
bank and challenger banks have tapped into the new phenomenon.  

The new wave of fintech banks, including challenger and neo banks have an 
extraordinary opportunity to transform the financial services industry, placing them in 
a unique position to pioneer the next surge of modernization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The challenger bank’s value-proposition is simple: a digital one-stop-shop for money 
management and transactions with excellent performance and usability. By being fully 
customer focused and responsive to customer feedback and demand, challenger banks 
have reached record levels of adoption.  

 

Neo and Challenger Bank Market (by bank type)  
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During the pandemic a 50% surge in mobile banking may appear to be a positive 
direction for challenger banks, however there is also an underlining downside to the 
online phenomena.  And while digital banking becomes more “main-stream” fraudsters 
are shifting their focus to mobile banking. Fraudsters continue to use more 
sophisticated attack methods that have impacted online banking at an alarming rate.  

 

Challenger Banks - Balancing Security with Customer Experience 

Challenger banks put themselves under intense pressure to create a superior customer 
experience, and with good reason.  The base value-proposition of challenger banks is 
the delivery of a highly personalized, real time banking experience. Where traditional 
banking propositions focus on trust, history and stability, the “advantage” of challenger 
is on technology, simplicity, and automation. 

As such, challenger banks are keen to protect their customers’ experience. Yet, they 
also need to prevent fraud and be compliant. How can challenger banks protect their 
great customer experience from the negative impact of fraud? The time-honored 
dilemma between fraud prevention vs customer experience is magnified when it comes 
to challenger banks. 

With an inferior risk strategy and capability, challenger banks run the risk of increasing 
customer friction, by applying more traditional security controls. Such an addition 
elevates the false positives without winning the customers’ trust,  as their odds of 
preventing fraud occurrences like data breaches or account takeovers, are low. 

Many existing fraud prevention options are not a suited for challenger banks, as they 
negatively impact customer experience by increasing friction and costs, which the bank 
must eventually pass on to customers. 

 

Challenger Banks and Account Takeover Fraud (ATO) 

The predominance use of mobile banking by challenger bank customers make them 
prime candidates for ATO attackers.  As challenger banks have increased in popularity, 
account takeover fraud has also spiked. The parallel is not a coincidence.  

 

 
Mobile devices make it easier for fraudster to steal login credentials.  Once a fraudster 
hijacks the device, he/she can intercept SMS messages containing authentication codes 
that can then be used to reset account passwords and take control, locking out the 
victim. The information they gain provides them the credentials they need to pose as 
the user and complete authorization questions, codes, or account updates.  
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Real life - Challenger Bank Fraud Related Stories  

In recent years, a few challenger banks’ fraud related vulnerabilities have made news: 

• Last year Monzo Bank sounded the alarm after discovering an increased level of fraud. 
It then asked 480,000 of its 2.6 million customers to change their PIN codes. 
 

• In 2019 Revolut's admitted that its system to detect illegal transfers was switched off 
after it wrongfully blocked transactions. Revolut decided to turn off the system after it 
made 8,000 false positive flags, resulting in legal transactions being blocked. It then 
changed to a compliance system that flags transactions but doesn’t automatically 
disable them.  
 

• N26, a German unicorn, announced it was hiring of 300 employees for a new, dedicated 
cyber security division. 

 

How Can a Challenger Bank Prevent Fraud and Provide a Frictionless 
Customer Experience?  

What should challenger banks look for when searching for a solution that will fight 
financial crime while preserving a great customer experience? We recommend that 
challenger banks find solutions that are:  

Superb Fraud Prevention Performance 

The impact of online fraud to a challenger bank is undeniable. The first thing that comes 
to mind when we read a headline about such occurrences is the direct financial loss, 
with good reason. But that’s just the tip of the iceberg: 

Fraud directly affect the company’s reputation, and this factor is especially critical for 
challenger banks, which must compete with the long-established incumbent banks. 
Loss of reputation directly affects obtaining new clients as well as relationships with 
partners and investors. 

In addition, online fraud is perceived as a breach in the security of personal and 
financial information, which causes customer abandonment. But the problem does not 
stop here: even when the fraud arises from an online payment to a third party, studies 
indicate that a high percentage of the clients consider the financial institution to be 
responsible. 

Online fraud can have an adverse impact on a challenger bank far beyond immediate 
loss of income and as proper fraud safeguard must be implemented. And as challenger 
banks are primarily focused on mobile banking, a strong mobile fraud infrastructure is 
critical.  
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Low Friction  

Challenger banks want to keep their customer’s experience frictionless, so their fraud 
prevention solution must support fast, real-time decisioning. To avoid getting in the 
way of customers, they need a solution that substitutes pincodes, passwords, OTP SMS 
and other cumbersome methods, in addition to being ultra-low latency and score in 
milliseconds. The solution needs to automate redundant tasks, as manual reviews and 
retro fraud forensics take time. It needs to run on the latest, greatest technology to 
support an innovative customer experience into the future.  

 

Cost Effective  

Challenger banks seek a solution that fits their budget and can effortlessly scale with 
their rapid growth. They require a lightweight, hardware free with a simple and easy 
integration . A fully managed service with the availability of a seasoned fraud expert 
team, is a necessity. The less time they spend on maintaining their fraud platform, the 
more time they can focus on what they do best – banking. 

 

Future-Focused  

To continually meet the unique and future-oriented needs of challenger banks, 
solutions need to be able to grow and scale alongside of them. With the rapid growth of 
challenger banks, it is recommended to avoid unnecessary risks and adopt proven 
solutions that can meet the expectations. Challenger banks must be one-step ahead to 
be competitive.  

 

Paygilant for Challenger Banks  

The Paygilant solution for challenger banks is built to meet their unique needs.  

Once a user has onboarded, the Paygilant solution ensures that each stage in the users-
journey is monitored for fraud. Paygilant’s multi-layered six Intelligence Sets produces 
unparalleled accuracy of fraudulent act detection, while streamlining the need for 
laborious manual reviews.  

Paygilant provides challenger banks top-of-the-line customer experience. What makes 
Paygilant unique is that it runs in the background of the banks' app to trigger a 
"safe/risky" alert. Utilizing its proprietary machine learning algorithms, Paygilant 
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seamlessly authenticates customers to ensure that transactions are approved only for 
legitimate users 

Paygilant for challenger banks is also built to meet their operational needs.. In contrast 
to a rigid legacy system, Paygilant can scale to meet the needs of a rapidly growing and 
expanding bank. As challenger banks grow both in size and in geographic coverage, 
Paygilant works alongside them to properly tweak and tune the model to maintain 
accuracy, requiring zero effort from the bank.  

 

Paygilant’s secret sauce includes six intelligence sets – Device DNA, User Space, 
Activity Map, Bio Markers, App Insights, Transaction View – which distinguishes 
between good/bad users. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Without impacting and imposing on the user, Paygilant runs in the background to 
trigger a high-risk alert when fraud is identified and a low one when the customer is 
successfully identified.  

Paygilant provides ongoing and continuous risk-level scoring to ensure that 
transactions are approved only for legitimate users. 
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About Paygilant  

Paygilant is a revolutionary frictionless digital banking and payments anti-fraud 
company. It is designed to eliminate the trade-off between strong fraud prevention, 
frictionless authentication, and user privacy. 

 

Paygilant enables financial and eCommerce organizations to boost their revenue, by 
enhancing the user experience and preventing fraud before the transaction occurs. Its 
easy-to-integrate patented technology, utilizes six proprietary Intelligence Sets, which 
work in harmony to deliver value from day-one. Paygilant simply triggers a real-time 
“risky” score when fraud is detected, and a “safe” one when the legitimate customer has 
been authenticated. 
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Paygilant office: 10 Derech Ben Gurion st, Ramat Gan, Israel 

E-mail: info@paygilant.com  |  Phone: +972-3-5221879 
paygilant.com 


